We propose an algorithm for minimal triangulation which, using simple and efficient strategy, subdivides the input graph in different, almost non-overlapping, subgraphs. Using the technique of matrix multiplication for saturating the minimal separators, we show that the partition of the graph can be computed in time O(n α ) where n α is the time required by the binary matrix multiplication. After saturating the minimal separators the same procedure is recursively applied on each subgraphs. We also present a variant of the algorithm in which the minimum degree criterion is used. In this way we obtain an algorithm that uses minimum degree criterion and at the same time produces a minimal triangulation, thus shedding new light on the effectiveness of the minimum degree heuristics.
Introduction
A graph is chordal if every cycle of length greater than three has a chord which is an edge of the graph joining two non adjacent vertices of the cycle. A triangulation of a graph G is a chordal graph obtained from G by adding to it a set of edges. Historically, the problem of finding a triangulation of a graph is related to the problem of computing the inverse of large sparse symmetric matrices [21, 12, 7] . Other important fields in which the triangulation problem applies is database management [22, 1] , artificial intelligence and statistics [17, 9, 19] , to cite few. In these applications one wants to find a triangulation of the input graph whose edge set is the minimum possible. But such minimum triangulation is difficult to obtain since this has been shown to be an NP-Hard problem [23] . However the problem of finding a minimal triangulation, that is, finding an inclusion minimal set of edges which added to the original graph makes it chordal, can be solved in polynomial time. Therefore much of the effort in the literature has been devoted in developing algorithms for finding minimal triangulations, as efficient as possible [6, 12, 21, 14, 2, 3, 15, 19, 2, 4, 18] .
Another approach, the one used in the Minimum Degree Algorithm (MDA) [11] tries to obtain a triangulation of a graph, not necessarily minimal, by employing the minimum degree heuristic. Such approach has been successful since the triangulations produced by the MDA are often minimal and, while the worst case complexity bounds of the MDA are much higher than other minimal triangulation algorithms, such complexity bounds are tight only for very dense graphs and are not often observed for problems that are solved in practice [5] .
Here we present an algorithm that uses the minimum degree criterion and produces at the same time minimal triangulations. The idea is to divide the graph in different, almost non-overlapping, subgraphs and compute a minimal triangulation of each subgraph. We prove that if we add to the original graph the edges needed to obtain a minimal triangulation of each subgraph, then we produce a minimal triangulation of the original graph.
Thanks to this we will consider, among others, the possibility of recursively apply the same procedure on each subgraph, since each recursive call will spent time only on a non-overlapping part of the original graph.
We will show that all the tasks needed to obtain the partition of the graph, with the exception of the task of saturating the minimal separators, can be easily carried out and require time linear in the dimension of the triangulated graph. As for the task of computing the set of edges needed to saturate a set of minimal separators, we may use the technique of matrix multiplication (such as that used in [14] ) which has time complexity of O(n α ). Thus we obtain a partition of the graph with simple and very fast procedures. We will see that we can partition the graph using the criterion of the minimum degree. While this approach does not always assure a balanced partition of the graph, i.e., does not assure that the algorithm terminates in a logarithmic number of steps, it seems the most natural and simplest choice. This is interesting also from a theoretical point of view. The fact that each subgraph of the partition can be triangulated separately of the other subgraphs, sheds new light on why the local minimum degree heuristic is so effective (and fast) in producing small or minimal triangulations on sparse graphs.
We made an implementation of our algorithm and realized various experiments. We tested our algorithm both on (pseudo) randomly generated graphs and on much of the symmetric squared sparse matrices from the Harwell-Boeing collection [8] . We compared the execution time of our algorithm with the execution time of the well-known MCS-M [2] algorithm. Although in building the implementation, we put our attention much on correctness and readability of the code and we did not implement the matrix multiplication technique for computing the minimal separators, the tests made, shown that our algorithm perform dramatically better than MCS-M. Furthermore the experiments made on the matrices of the Harwell-Boeing collection confirmed that, using the minimum degree criterion in the first iteration of the algorithm, the graphs broke in many (sometimes hundreds and even thousand), smaller subgraphs.
The work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some definitions and preliminary results. In Section 3 we describe the procedure for partitioning the graph in what we call quasi-split graphs. In Section 4 we give two algorithms to compute a minimal triangulation of two special cases of quasi-split graph, interesting on their own and useful in the subsequent parts. In Section 5 we detail the steps of a recursive algorithm. In Section 6 we report the results of our experimentation. Finally, in Section 7, we give some closing remarks and list possible future research issues.
Definitions and preliminaries
We consider simple undirected loopless graphs G = (V (G), E(G)), where V (G) is a set of vertices and E(G) is a set of pairs of distinct vertices. We denote, unless explicitly specified, |V (G)| by n and |E(G)| by m. A pair of distinct vertices uv is called an edge; u and v are called the endpoints of uv and are adjacent if uv ∈ E(G). The neighborhood of a vertex v is the set of its adjacent vertices, denoted by
When it is clear from the context we omit the subscript and write d(v), N (v) and CN (uv). A path of length k is a sequence of distinct vertices
for 0 ≤ i < k and only the first and the last vertex do coincide.
An independent set is a set of pairwise non adjacent vertices. A set of pairwise adjacent vertices is called a clique. When we saturate a set S of vertices we add an edge between every pair of non adjacent vertices of S.
The subgraph of G induced by a subset S of V (G), denoted as G[S] or simply by S when there is no ambiguity, is a graph with vertex set S and edge set E(G[S]) = {uv ∈ E(G) : u ∈ S ∧ v ∈ S}. Given a set S of vertices of a graph G, by G − S we denote the subgraph of G induced by V (G) \ S. If S is a singleton, i.e. S = {v}, then we write G − v. Given a set F of edges, by G + F we denote the graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) ∪ F .
Two vertices u and v are connected if there exists in G a path joining them, and disconnected otherwise. A maximal set C of pairwise connected vertices is a connected component or simply a component of G.
A set S is a uv-separator, for u, v / ∈ S, if u and v are connected in G, but disconnected in G − S, and is a minimal uv-separator if no proper subset S ′ of S is a uv-separator. We say that S is a minimal separator when there exist two vertices u and v such that S is a minimal uv-separator. Given a vertex subset S, a component C of G − S is full if N G (C) = S. A vertex set S is a minimal separator if it has at least two full components [20] . 
. . , v n be an (arbitrary) ordering of the vertices of G; F ← ∅; for i = 1 . . . , n do begin let F i be the set of edges needed to make v i LB-simplicial;
The following is a consequence of Lemma 2 and of the fact that a minimal separator has at least two full components Lemma 5. Let G be a chordal graph and S a minimal separator of G. Then for every two distinct vertices u and v of S we have that CN G (uv) is not empty and is not a clique.
A graph G is bipartite if there exists a partition of its vertex set in two non empty sets (P, Q) such that both P and Q are independent sets. A bipartite graph with bipartition (P, Q) is a chain graph [23] if there exists an ordering v 1 , . . . , v |Q| of the vertices of Q, such that
. Two edges xy and uv of a bipartite graph are said to be independent [23] if the subgraph induced by {x, y, u, v} consists of exactly these two edges.
Lemma 6 ([23]). A graph is a chain graph if and only if it does not contain two independent edges.
A graph G is a quasi-split graph if its vertex set can be partitioned in two sets P and Q where P is a clique, G[Q] is connected and each vertex v of Q (resp. of P ) has at least one neighbor in P (resp. in Q).
Given a bipartite graph B (resp. quasi-split graph G) we refer to a partition (P, Q) of the vertices of B (resp. G) as a bipartition of B (resp. G) and denote it by (P, Q). In particular if G is a quasi-split graph then we denote by P the set of vertices of the bipartition which induces a clique, unless explicitly specified. Proof: Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a component C of G − K such that every vertex of C is not a simplicial vertex of G. It is known (see Theorem 3.2 of [10] ) that in a chordal graph, every non simplicial vertex lies on a chordless path between two simplicial vertices. Let v ∈ C. Since v is not simplicial in G then v lies on a chordless path between two simplicial vertices of V (G) \ C. Since N G (C) ⊆ K then v lies on a chordless path between two vertices of K. But this is impossible since K is a clique and it contains all the vertices of every chordless path between vertices of K (contradiction).
The partitioning of the graph
Here we describe the procedures for the partitioning of the graph.
We start with a BSF from a vertex denoted as ν of G and we compute for each vertex its distance from ν. Let us denote by δ the maximum distance from ν to any other vertex of G. For l = 0, . . . , δ denote by S l the set of vertices at distance l from ν. We will refer to a vertex v ∈ S l as a vertex at distance l. Clearly if 0 < l < δ then G − S l has at least two connected components one of which contains ν and all the vertices of G with distance l − 1 or less from ν; the others connected components contain vertices with distance l + 1 or more from ν. We will refer to a connected component of G − S l not containing ν, as a connected component of level l and let us denote it as C 
) is a minimal separator of G since it has at least two full components for l = 1, . . . , δ − 1 and for i = 1, . . . , k l .
Proof: Is sufficient to show that the above statements are true when D = {uv} is a singleton. (i) We show that the addition of the edge uv does not change the distance of both u and v from ν. This implies also that the distances of all other vertices from ν remain unchanged in G + D. Suppose that both u and v are in N G (C l i ). Any shortest path ν = v 0 , . . . , v l−1 , v l = v not containing u has v l−1 ∈ S l−1 . Therefore v can decrease its distance from ν only for the existence of a shortest path ν = v 0 , . . . , v k , u, v containing uv as the last edge which is impossible since then there exist in G a shortest path from ν to u of distance less than l − 1 contradicting the hypothesis that u ∈ S l . The case when u ∈ S l+1 ∩ C Proof: Let Q = C l i ∩ S l+1 . This must be true if l = δ − 1. Suppose 0 ≤ l < δ − 1 and suppose by contradiction that there exist two connected components Q 1 and Q 2 , of (G + F ) [Q] and let x ∈ Q 1 andy ∈ Q 2 . Since Q 1 and Q 2 are not connected in (G + F )[Q], then they are not connected in G [Q] . Since x and y belong to C l i there is a path p = x, a 1 , . . . , a h , y in G[C l i ] connecting them. Let a r be the first vertex of p belonging to S l+2 and let a s be the first vertex of p after a r belonging to S l+1 . Clearly a r−1 and a s belong to N G (C l+1 j ) for some C l+1 j included in C l i and then the path p ′ = x, a 1 , . . . , a r−1 , a s , . . . , a h , y is a path of G + F connecting x to y. Furthermore a s must belong to Q 1 . If we repeat the above argument substituting x with a s and substituting p with the subpath of p starting at a s and ending in y, we eventually will find a path of G + F with vertices all in C l i ∩ S l+1 connecting x to y (contradiction). Lemma 12. If G + F is not triangulated then any chordless cycle C is entirely contained in
Proof: Suppose that G + F is not chordal and let C = a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a z , a 0 be a chordless cycle not contained in some H C l i . First we show that C must be contained in the subgraph of G + F induced by S l and S l+1 for some 0 ≤ l < δ. In fact suppose, by contradiction, that C contains (at least) three vertices with distances respectively l, l + 1 and l + 2.
Suppose, w.l.o.g., that a 0 has distance l + 2. Let a p be the first vertex of C after a 0 having distance l + 1 and let a q be the last vertex of C having distance l + 1. Note that a p and a q are not consecutive in C since, by hypothesis, there exists a vertex at distance l in C. Therefore a p−1 and a q+1 are connected with a path containing only vertices with distance l + 2 or more. By (ii) of Lemma 10 we have that a p−1 and a q+1 are contained in a component C ) and since a p and a q are not consecutive, a p a q is a chord of C (contradiction). Now if C is entirely contained in S l+1 for l = 1, . . . , δ, then, by (ii) of Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 we have that C is contained in some
It remains to show that if C has a vertex in S l and a vertex in S l+1 then it is entirely contained in H C l k for some C l k . Suppose not and suppose, w.l.o.g., that a 0 ∈ S l+1 ∩ C l k . Let a r be the first vertex of C after a 0 belonging to S l and let a s be the last vertex of C belonging to S l . By (ii) of Lemma 10, we have that a r−1 and a s+1 belong together to the component C 
Then we have the following, stronger result 
Proof: By Corollary 14 we need only to show that G + = G + F + F ′ is minimal. By Lemma 2, we shall show that, for each edge uv of F ∪ F ′ , CN G + (uv) is not empty and is not a clique. By (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 10, N G + (C 
is not empty and is not a clique.
In order to obtain the graphs H C l i we have to saturate first N G (C l i ) for all l = 0, . . . , δ − 1 and for all i = 1, . . . , k l which can be done with the technique of matrix multiplication as explained, for example, in [14] . Note that only separators at level l can overlap each other, while separators at different level obviously do not overlap. We may saturate N G (C 
Minimal triangulation of quasi-split graph
By Theorem 15 we have seen that we can obtain a minimal triangulation of a graph by finding a minimal triangulation of each H C l i , l = 0, . . . , δ − 1, i = 1, . . . , k l , which is a quasi-split graph. In the following we concentrate on the task of computing a minimal triangulation of a quasi-split graph.
Two special cases
Let G be a quasi-split graph with bipartition (P, Q). First we consider two special cases, which are interesting on their own and are useful in the subsequent discussion. The first case is when Q induces a clique. The second case is when we first compute a minimal triangulation of G[Q] (using any minimal triangulation algorithm) or when G[Q] is already chordal.
In the first case, let B G be the bipartite graph obtained from G by deleting all the edges with both endpoints in Q and deleting all the edges with both endpoints in P . It was shown in [23] that any minimal chain completion of B G is a minimal triangulation of G. In this case the problem of finding a minimal triangulation of G reduces to the problem of finding a minimal chain completion of a bipartite graph B, that is finding a minimal set of edges which added to B make it a chain graph. An algorithm for computing a minimal chain completion of B is as follows. We select at each step a vertex v ∈ Q such that d B (v) is minimum. For each vertex w ∈ N B (v) we add to B the edge wz for all z ∈ Q \ v. Then we delete v from Q and B. The algorithm 1 MinChainCompletion is reported in Figure 3 . Now we show the minimality. By Lemma 6, it is sufficient to show that for every edge xy ∈ D there exist two independent edges of B in B + (D \ {xy}). Suppose that the edge xy is added when the vertex v i is being considered. Suppose, w.l.o.g., that x ∈ N B+Di−1 (v i ) and that y = v j for some j > i. We have that v i x ∈ E(B) for otherwise if v i x ∈ D then v i x would have been added at step i * < i, x ∈ N B+D i * −1 (v i * ) and then at the step i * also the edge xv j would have been added contradicting the hypothesis that xv j was added at step i. The vertex v i is selected at step i because d B+Di−1 (v i ) is minimum and since x / ∈ N B+Di−1 (v j ) there must exist a vertex z ∈ N B+Di−1 (v j ) \ N B+Di−1 (v i ). It follows that v j z ∈ E(B). We have that v i x and v j z are independent in B + (D \ {xy}), since at the end of step i, v i is deleted and the edge zv i will never be added to D.
In order to achieve a time complexity of O(n + m + |D|) we propose the following implementation. The neighborhood of the vertex v i need not to be reconsidered in the subsequent steps since it is already included in the neighborhood of all the remaining vertices. Furthermore at step i we can detect all the vertices v j , j > i such that N B+Di−1 (v j ) = N B+Di−1 (v i ) without increasing the complexity. In fact in order to detect them we note that these vertices have the same degree of v i in B + D i−1 and for all w ∈ N B+Di−1 (v i ) we have that wv j is an edge of B + D i−1 . Therefore at each step of the algorithm we delete all the neighborhood of v i and all vertices having the same neighborhood of v i in B + D i−1 . By the above discussion we can state the following
Lemma 17. The algorithm MinChainCompletion has time complexity of O(n + m + |D|).
By Lemma 16 and Lemma 17 we are able to compute a minimal triangulation of a quasi-split graph G in time linear in the dimension of the triangulated graph when Q is a clique. If Q does not induces a clique and |P | = 1, in order to obtain a minimal triangulation of G we have to compute a minimal triangulation of G[Q]. Now we deal with the case in which either G[Q] is triangulated or we compute first a minimal triangulation of it. Let |P | > 1 and let F 1 be the fill-in of a minimal triangulation of G [Q] . We may obtain a minimal triangulation of G with the following algorithm. We examine each vertex of Q and at each step we add some edges (to be explained later) to the set variable D i . At the beginning D 0 ← F 1 . We select, at each step, a vertex v i which is simplicial in G[Q] + F 1 and such that |N G+Di−1 (v i ) ∩ P | is minimum. Then if E i is the set of edges needed to saturate N G+Di−1 (v i ) we set D i ← D i−1 ∪ E i and delete v i from G + D i . The algorithm MinQSCompletion is reported in Figure 4 . We now prove the correctness of the algorithm. First 
is either empty or is a clique contradicting the hypothesis that
′ is not empty; end Since
is adjacent to at least one vertex of P \ P i . We also have that each vertex of K i \ S i is adjacent to at least one vertex of Q \ K i . Let C 1 , . . . , C h be the connected components of the subgraph of
For each C j we show that P i ⊆ N G+D (C j ). In fact this is clearly true if C j contains P \ P i . Otherwise if C i does not contain P \ P i then, by Lemma 7, it contains at least one simplicial vertex u of G ′ . By hypothesis each simplicial vertex u of G ′ has |N G+D (u) ∩ P | ≥ |P i | and since u is not adjacent to any vertex of P \ P i then we have that N G+D (u) ∩ P = P i . Now note that by the above discussion the component
. Since each vertex of K i \S i has at least one vertex adjacent to Q\K i then we have j=1...,h N G+D (C j )∩K i = K i \S ′ i . Therefore in order to saturate each N G+D (C j ) we have to add an edge between each vertex of P i to each vertex of K i \ S ′ i . This is also sufficient since both K i and P i are cliques. Finally since each vertex of S ′ i is connected to every other vertex of P i ∪ K i in order to make v i LB-simplicial it is sufficient to saturate
By Lemma 4, D\F 1 is the set of edges needed to obtain a minimal triangulation of G+F 1 . Since v i is simplicial in G ′ , no edge being added for saturating N G+D (v i ) has both endpoints in Q. Finally note that when
add to D the edges needed to saturate N G+D (v); delete v from G; until Q is not empty; end Given a quasi-split graph G with bipartition (P, Q) it is interesting to note that we may obtain a triangulation of G (not necessarily minimal) with the following simple algorithm. Repeatedly select a vertex of Q such that |N G (v) ∩ P | is minimum. Add to G the edges needed to saturate N G (v) and delete v (see Figure. 5 ). We have the following
Lemma 20. The algorithm MinQS produces a minimal triangulation if, when the vertex v is selected, then
Since N (w) ∩ P = P ′ and since v is chosen because |P ′ | is minimum we have that there exist a z ∈ N (w) ∩ P such that z / ∈ P ′ . Since this is valid for all w ∈ N (v) ∩ Q we have that N (P \ P ′ ) contains N (v) ∩ Q and since P is a clique then N (P \ P ′ ) contains N (v). Therefore in order to make v LB-simplicial we have to saturate N (v). The Lemma then follows from Lemma 4. Note that in all the above algorithms choosing a vertex of minimum degree is not an option but a necessity if we want to find minimal triangulations. We think this is interesting from the theoretical point of view since this sheds a new light (together with [4] ) on why the local minimum degree heuristic is so effective in finding minimal triangulations.
Minimal triangulation by recursion
In the previous section we have seen a simple algorithm for finding a minimal triangulation of a quasi-split graph, the MinQSCompletion algorithm. However in order to obtain a more efficient algorithm we may use the strategy of triangulating the graph H C l i by recursively apply to it the same partitioning procedures. That is, we execute again a BFS on each H C l i and recursively saturate the minimal separators. When Q l i is a single vertex or a clique, we may stop the recursive calls or solve the problem using the algorithm MinChainCompletion.
However we have to be careful in order to do not revisit in each of the recursive call again those parts of the graph which overlap with the other quasi-split graphs. To this end, a quasi-split graph G with bipartition (P, Q), will be represented by the following data structure. We use adjacency lists Adj(v) for each vertex v.
Now the recursive call can be done as follows. We have to chose a vertex ν ∈ P . We visit all the vertices in N G (ν) ∩ Q. Then we note that in a quasi-split graph, each vertex of P is at distance at most two from any other vertex of G. Hence δ ≤ 2. If δ = 1, that is, N G (ν) ∩ Q = Q, by Lemma 4, we simply delete ν since it is already LB-simplicial. If every vertex of P is adjacent to every vertex of Q, by Lemma 12, we can continue the recursive call by finding a minimal triangulation of the subgraph of G induced by Q. Otherwise δ = 2. In this case we find the connected components of G \ N G (ν) by starting a visit from any vertex of Q \ N G (ν). Let C = {C 1 . . . , C h } be the connected components of G \ N G (ν). Then for each C i we obtain a quasi-split graph by taking the subgraph of G induced by
Let F be the set of edges needed to saturate N G (C i ) for all i = 1, . . . , h. Since in a quasi-split graph no single vertex is a separator then there is only one component at level 0. Therefore it remains to triangulate the quasi-split graph induced by N G+F [ν] . This means that we have to triangulate the subgraph H of G + F induced by N G+F (ν) which is, by Lemma 11, connected. Note that there can be a vertex w of N G (ν) ∩ Q that is not adjacent to any vertex of P \ ν nor adjacent to any vertex of C i for any i = 1, . . . , h. It follows that H needs not to be a quasi-split graph.
We may visit H without revisiting the edges with both endpoints in P , by using a slightly modified BFS. Recall that in the representation of G the adjacency list of each vertex w of P contains only N G (w) ∩ Q. Taking this into consideration, we execute a BFS by initializing the FIFO queue 2 with all the vertices of P . In this way we visit the graph H without revisiting the edges with both endpoints in P .
By the discussion above we have that each recursive call spent time visiting only edges of a subgraph of G which are non-overlapping with the edges of other subgraphs. The algorithm QSTriang is reported in Figure 8 .
Example. Consider the quasi-split graph of Figure 6 (a) with bipartition P = {a, b, c} and Q = {d, e, f, g}. Its internal representation is shown in Figure 6 (b). We chose to start the BFS from vertex a. After this we have that there is only one component of G − N G (a) which is C = {g} (see Figure 7 (a)). We saturate N G (g) (without reinserting the edge bc) by adding to G the set of edges F = {f b, f c} (see Figure 7(a) ). After this, we have that the subgraph of G + F induced by {b, c, f, g} is a quasi-split graph with bipartition (P ′ , Q ′ ) where Q ′ = {g} is a singleton and therefore is triangulated. So it remains to triangulate the subgraph of G + F induced by N G (a), which is depicted in Figure 7 (b). When we execute the recursive call we insert in the FIFO queue, at the beginning of the BFS, the vertices b and c. After the BFS we have two quasi-split graphs depicted in Figure 7 (c) and (d) where the edge f d has been added. These two quasi-split graphs are already triangulated and the algorithm terminates. Note that the edges ab, ac and bc are never revisited during all steps of the algorithm. 
Complexity and experimental results
In order to lower the complexity of the algorithm we have to partition the graph in a way that the largest graph H C l i has a dimension which is a fraction of the input graph at each recursive call. The dimension of the subgraphs heavily depend on the choice of the vertex from which start the BFS. In fact if, in every recursive call, the degree d G (ν) of the vertex from which start the BFS satisfies
for some (small) constant 1 < k < n we have, in the worst case, at least two quasi-split graphs: one in which Q has d G (ν) vertices and the other in which Q has |V (G)| − d G (ν) vertices. Since the visit of these graphs will be done without revisiting two or more time the overlapping edges, the algorithm terminates after a logarithmic number of steps. The simplest choice is that of selecting, at the beginning of the algorithm and at each recursive calls, a vertex of minimum degree. We may hope that the selection of a vertex of minimum degree breaks the graph in many smaller subgraphs.
Such a choice, however, does not always assure a balanced partition as we can see in the following example. Suppose, in the worst case, that after the BFS we have only two subgraphs: H C 0 1 and H C 1 1 such that P 1 1 has k vertices, with k much smaller than n and Q 1 1 has n − k − 1 vertices. Then suppose again that in P 1 1 there is a vertex such that |N G (v) ∩ Q 1 1 | = k so that in the successive recursive call, this vertex is selected as the starting vertex of the BFS. And so on. The algorithm therefore will terminates after O(n) recursive calls. A better choice is that of finding at each recursive call a vertex v whose degree is such that the absolute value abs(d G (v) − |Q|/2) is as minimum as possible. However such a vertex could not exist at all.
In fact it can happen that at any of the recursive calls, the graph has minimum degree of n − k with k much smaller than n. If k is very small, that is, the graph is very dense, we may even change completely the strategy and could be convenient to find a minimal triangulation of the graph using recent minimal triangulation technique (such as those proposed in [19, 18] ) which are very fast when the graph is dense.
Anyway, the choices discussed above do not seem, at first, to assure a balanced partition of the graph. For this reason we made an extensive experimentation, by building an implementation of the recursive algorithm. We executed a time test both on a set of random graphs and on most of the sparse symmetric matrices from the Harwell-Boeing collection [8] (HBC), comparing the execution time of our algorithm with the execution time of MCS-M. In both cases we found that, even without implementing the matrix multiplication technique for saturating the minimal separators and focusing exclusively on the correctness of the code rather than speed optimization, our algorithm performs dramatically better than MCS-M. 12
Algorithm QSTriang(G, L) input : A connected graph G and a list L of vertices (in the initial call L contains only one vertex) output : The fill F a minimal triangulation of G begin
); let F i be the set of edges needed to saturate P
: A quasi-split graph G with bipartition (P, Q) output : The fill F a minimal triangulation of G begin F ← ∅; if |Q| = 1 return F ; let w be a vertex of P ; for each quasi-split graph H i determined by N G (w) do begin F ′ =RecursiveQS(H i ); let F i be the set of edges needed to saturate P i ; add Table 1 : Data of the test on random generated graphs. The column n and m report, respectively, the number of vertices and of edges of the graph. Columns Fill QS, Fill MCS-M, QS and MCS-M report, respectively, the fill and the execution time (in seconds) of both algorithms.
We computed for the matrices of the HBC the number of quasi-split graphs obtained after the first iteration of the recursive algorithm. We tested two cases. In the first one we execute the first BFS, starting from a vertex of minimum degree. In the second case we execute the first BFS, starting from a vertex whose degree is median, that is, was the closest to n/2. In Table 2 we report the number of quasi-split graphs produced for each of the two cases. Note that, selecting a vertex of minimum degree is in almost all cases, slightly better than selecting a vertex of median degree. We report also the execution time of QSTriang where, in the first BFS, is selected a vertex of minimum degree, while in the recursive calls a vertex of median degree is selected. Moreover the execution time of MCS-M is reported.
We also observed that, on average, at the end of the first BFS, the 44% of the fill edges are already added to G.
Conclusions
We presented an algorithm for computing a minimal triangulation of a graph which exploits a recursive partitioning of the graph on the basis of a BFS visit. Its computational complexity is shown to be strictly related to the complexity of boolean matrix multiplication. We also presented variants of this algorithm in which the minimum degree criterion is used thus shedding new light on the effectiveness of the minimum degree heuristic. Experimental results are provided showing that the computation time of the proposed algorithm is dramatically better than well known existing minimal triangulation techniques on sparse matrices. There are several future research issues. The partitioning scheme based on the choice of the minimum degree vertex does not guarantee a balanced partition of the graph. We could investigate if there exists a different partitioning scheme that guarantees a balanced partition in order to obtain an algorithm whose complexity is O(n α log n). By Theorem 15 the problem of computing a minimal triangulation of a graph reduces to the problem of computing a minimal triangulation of a quasi-split graph. In the special case when, in a quasi-split graph with bipartition (P, Q), the set Q induces a clique, we are able to compute a minimal triangulation in time linear in the dimension of the triangulated graph (Lemma 17). We could investigate which is the complexity of existing minimal triangulation algorithms (e.g. MCS-M) when in a quasi-split graph the subgraph induced by Q is already chordal. We could investigate both experimentally and theoretically the behavior of the MinQS algorithm: how is effective in computing minimal triangulations and which is its time complexity? We could investigate both experimentally and theoretically the possibility and the effectiveness of mixing the techniques used in [18, 19] with the QST algorithm for computing minimal triangulations of dense graphs. The column n and m contain, respectively, the number of vertices and the number of edges of the graph. The columns "QS min" and "QS med" contain the number of quasi-split graphs after the first BFS, when the BFS is started from a vertex of minimum degree in the first case and when the BFS is started from a vertex of median degree in the second case. The columns "QS " and "MCS-M " contain the execution time of the algorithm QSTRiang and MCS-M, respectively. Only the result of the matrices with more than 400 vertices are reported
